
Commercial Roofing System

Up to 35 year Warranty

Trusted Performance

Environmentally Responsible

Superior PVC Roofing System 

Tough | Versatile | Dependable



Innovative and unwavering, the TRUE SEAL™  PVC formula has been at 
the forefront of PVC roofing systems since 1978.  Low maintenance, 
cost effective, durable and sustainable.  The TRUE SEAL™  roofing system 
is ideal for those looking for consistent performance from their roof. 

Actively pursuing new and greener solutions, TRUE SEAL™  makes it our 
personal business to keep future generations safe through our obligation 
to the environment. 

Our experience allows TRUE SEAL™  to confidently customize our products 
to meet any needs, no matter how unique.  

True Seal™

W h i t e T a n B r o w nCool  Tan G r a y
Standard color options - Distinct colors available upon request.  



Authorized Contractors

Eco Sustainability

Implementation
Developed for minimal disruption during installation and 
accompanied with accessories for custom applications.  
TRUE SEAL™ manufactures with precision fabrication 
guaranteeing each project is intentionally designed for 
success. 

Energy Efficient:  Reflectivity reduces cooling costs 
Solar Ready:  Light weight, durable and fire resistant
Waste Deferral:  Can be used as a successful retrofit system
Life Cycle:  Fully recyclable now and in the future
Green Roofing:  The perfect system for vegetative rooftop systems

Fully engineered installation specifications ensure all 
roofing requirements are planned in advanced.  Our 
authorized contractors have received extensive training 
to ensure consistent quality workmanship.  



PROTECTION

DURABLE

ENVIRONMENTAL

RESISTANT

IMPROVEMENT READY

Same trusted and proven formulation since 1978.  Custom fitted to your individual building.  Able to 
meet every project need, TRUE SEAL™ ensures maximum protection for each unique roof system.    

Our membrane has received extensive testing and has passed strict standards for water, fire, wind and 
UV resistance.  All TRUE SEAL™ products have achieved top class ratings for each of their respective 
applications.   

Visit TRUE-SEAL.COM  
or call 1-888-824-4455
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Tough | Versatile | Dependable

Permanent bonds activated by heat-welded seams form a solid barrier, resulting in a lasting product 
that will withstand the test of time. In fact: TRUE SEAL™ has no exclusions for Ponding Water; Ponding 
Water will not affect the watertight integrity of your TRUE SEAL™ Roof system.    

Installation is achieved without any open flames or foul asphalt odours.  100% reclaimable membranes 
allow TRUE SEAL™ roofs to be removed and recycled at the end of their very long life-cycles.  

TRUE SEAL™ roofing systems are adaptable and can be easily modified to suite your ever-changing 
needs.  Removing obsolete penetrations or adding new curbs, day lighting or solar panels has never 
been easier.  A low-upkeep design maximizes the return on investment in your TRUE SEAL™ roofing 
system.


